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GREF WEBINARS SERIES – 2021 
 

ABRAHAM ACCORD & CHINA, IRAN, RUSSIA 

CONTAINMENT POLICY OF US: A THREAT TO REGIONAL 

PEACE AND PAKISTAN’S SECURITY. 
 

CONCEPT PAPER 

 
GOLDEN RING ECONOMIC FORUM: 
 

The Golden Ring Economic Forum (GREF) is a Think-Tank established in 2015 at Lahore by a 
group of businessmen, ex-servicemen, former diplomats, industrialists and scholars and 
registered under the Society’s Act in 2016. GREF is working to enhance economic cooperation 
between China, Iran, Pakistan, Russia and Turkey. The grouping of these five countries has been 
termed as the “GOLDEN RING”: “GOLDEN”- because over 30% of total human and natural 
resources of the planet are with these five countries and “RING”— because they form a ring 
around Central Asia and Afghanistan. 
 

GREF Mission is “To Work for the Establishment of a Regional Strategic Economic Group 
consisting of China, Iran, Pakistan, Russia and Turkey” with the following objectives: 
 

a. Lobbying for a new strategic economic grouping for national economic security. 
b. Developing common, long term joint strategic economic interests of other four countries 

in Pakistan. 
c. To act as a bridge between the policy makers and stakeholders. 
d. To assist the government in developing policy framework, procedures, rules and 

regulations for multilateral strategic economic cooperation. 
e. To work for the establishment of Joint Customs Union of member countries. 
f. To assist in developing advanced joint industrial groups in Pakistan. 
g. To collaborate, cooperate, coordinate and initiate joint advance research 

programs/projects in applied and social sciences and technology. 
 

In a short period of four years, GREF has made some notable achievements at the international 
level. GREF has been successful in convincing the concerned government quarters of China, 
Iran and Russia to support the initiative of GOLDEN RING Economic Bloc. China sees it as a 
regional subset of their BRI whereas, Russia takes it as part of their North-South Economic 
Bridge. Isolated Iran takes it as an opportunity to safeguard their economic security like Pakistan. 
Therefore, the idea was well received and accepted by member countries. As a result of GREF 
lobbying efforts, they all agreed to hold the first Parliamentary Speakers Conference in 
2017 at Islamabad, which was made a permanent feature unanimously. The second and third 
consecutive meetings were held in Tehran (2018) and Ankara (2019). Meetings at Beijing and 
Moscow were postponed due to Covid-19. The cycle will start again once the pandemic is over. 
 

In the light of changing regional geostrategic conditions and their ramifications on Pakistan. 
Evolving environment in Afghanistan, ongoing confrontation between China and India, Kashmir a 
flash point, threats and pressures on Pakistan through FATF, IMF and other similar regimes. 
Pakistan’s future relations with KSA and Gulf Countries in light of Arab-India-Israel-US grouping,  
Abraham Accord, Indo - Pacific and Quad Agreements, Arabs and Pakistan’s position in case 
of conflict in Persian Gulf. All of this demands that Pakistan needs a serious revisit to its economic, 
foreign and security policies to face the future challenges of national economic and territorial 
security. Pakistan needs to explore options to come out of Euro-Dollar hegemony and trade with 
its regional neighbors in Barter through a SPV or in local/common currencies. Pakistan also needs 
to look for and develop alternate sources of fuel and energy supplies other than the conventional 
ones. 
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GREF has successfully conducted several meetings with high level officials from China, Iran and 
Russia confirming their acceptance of GREF idea and initiative. The objective of all this, is to 
jointly explore opportunities and possibilities for multilateral strategic economic cooperation in 
different fields and to find an answer to “HOW & HOW SOON”.  
 

GREF has planned a few short term and long term initiatives covering different aspects of 
economic and national security. 
 

Some of the GREF initiatives are: 
 

a.  “Shared Economic Recovery” jointly by China, Iran, Pakistan, Russia and Turkey. 
b.  Energy Security through Regional Energy Grid (Network). 
c.  National Economic Security through Economic Investments of Golden Ring 

Countries in Pakistan. 
d.  Establishment of Joint Media Association of Golden Ring Countries. 
e.  Trade Security by Establishing “Joint Barter Chamber and Joint Trade Company (SPV) of 

Golden Ring Countries. 
f.   Agriculture and Food Security. 
g.  Development of Joint Advanced R&D Facilities in Engineering, Sciences and 

Technology. 
h.   Establishment of Joint Counter Terrorism and Strategic Cooperation Council. 
 

In this regard GREF has planned several rounds of webinars covering different aspects of 
national security. Three rounds of webinars covering Shared Economic Recovery, Defense & 
National Security, National Interests Based Foreign Policy and Developing a new Media Policy 
Agriculture and Food Security, Energy Security through Golden Ring Regional Energy Grid and 
Strategic Economic Security have already been very successfully completed. There were 42 
eminent speakers who shared their views. Very positive and productive result oriented 
discussions were held and all countries fully supported these initiatives and agreed to work 
together.  
 

Now GREF has planned the third series of webinars to discuss the topics keeping in focus the 
strategic aspects of the new grouping of these five countries --- the Golden Ring Group and how 
Pakistan can extract maximum benefits from it. Through these webinars GREF seeks to generate 
a discussion on the effects of the evolving regional developments around Pakistan and how 
Pakistan and other Golden Ring Countries can jointly adjust to the evolving opportunities in the 
short and midterm for its strategic economic security. How Pakistan can work with Iran and Russia 
circumventing US and Arab pressures? How Pakistan can ensure its energy security when KSA 
and UAE, the main sources of Pakistan’s oil supplies, have signed defense and security 
agreements with Israel and India, Pakistan’s arch enemies? Since, Pakistan is not willing to leave 
CPEC, nor its new friend Russia and is also not willing to go against Iran, therefore, they will 
squeeze Pakistan from every side, economy and energy are the most effective weapons. There 
is an eminent threat that India and Israel will exert pressure by disturbing oil supplies to 
Pakistan hence, crippling our economy. The US policy of containment and encircling China, 
primarily, and along with it Iran and Russia makes Persian Gulf, Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean 
a tentative conflict zone. Pakistan’s geophysical location makes it a battle ground in this 
“Containment Policy”, therefore, putting a big threat to Pakistan’s security. The discussions at 
these webinars are intended to specifically revolve around the issues related to the major strategic 
aspects and fall-outs of these developments and “HOW Jointly We Can Counter Them”. 

Post Abraham Accord Transformation of Maritime Environment in 

Indian Ocean: Implications for Pakistan, China, Iran and Russia 
 

Indian Ocean is the third largest water body in the world surrounded by littoral states from three 
sides. With its significant 11 choke points it captures the position of geo economic hub of the 
twenty first century. Currently, it hosts 40% of the global trade and 80% of world’s oil trade through 
the Strait of Hormuz. Strait of Malacca hosts about 50,000 vessels annually which is almost 50% 
of global merchant fleet. Since the ocean is surrounded by littoral states from three sides unlike 
the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean, this water body is deeply implicated by the terrestrial geo politics. 
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The Ocean is surrounded by very important regions of South Asia, South East Asia and Middle 
East.  
 

Indian Ocean always kept a strategically significant position in history but with the dawn of 
twentieth century the theoretical and global debate on geo politics further magnified its role. Alfred 
T. Mahan averred that domination in Indian Ocean was the prerequisite of domination in Asia. 
Robert D. Kaplan developed the similar narrative and declared that domination of the US in Indian 
Ocean in the twenty first century was conditional to its increasing role and power in the Indian 
Ocean. The US actually started increasing its naval presence in Indian Ocean with the withdrawal 
of British Navy from strategic positions in Indian Ocean. The US interests here multiplied during 
the Cold War to contain Russia. Post 9/11, the US interests though revolved around its strategic 
presence here supporting its involvement in Afghanistan but it also was entangled to its strategic 
gains in the Middle East.   
 

During the last decade the most impending reality of the evolving geo-strategic and geo-economic 
landscape is the rise of China with unprecedented scale and volume. Graham T. Allison writes in 
“Destine for War” that China is not the biggest emerging power today rather it is the biggest 
emerging power in human history. The sea lines of communications in Indian Ocean connecting 
the Strait of Hormuz and Africa to China through the Strait of Malacca are critically important for 
China, as well, for its ever growing role. China is now the second largest economy in the world 
but in terms of Purchasing Power Parity it had become the largest economy of the world in 2013. 
Malacca Dilemma of China, whereby the US has full capacity to block the strait with just 13 to 15 
naval ships, became the cornerstone of China’s vision of Belt and Road Initiative. BRI, with the 
potential of connecting the sea lines of communications in Indian Ocean with the road and railway 
networks through various countries from Myanmar to Italy has the capacity to circumvent the US 
domination in Indian Ocean.  
 

The US national Security Strategy 2017 categorically declares China as the biggest threat to the 
US interests. In wake of this the US launches the Indo Pacific Strategy, 2019. The concept of Indo 
Pacific in particular is the indication of the US interest in containing China. The Indo Pacific is the 
region from western end of Indian Ocean to the Pacific Rim signifying the US area of interest. In 
this region US considers India as the most important partner which it has given the status of ‘Net 
Security Provider’ in an effort to enabling India as a counterweight to China. Another most 
important reality is the evolving role of Quadrilateral Security Dialogue. Quad though developed 
after the Tsunami at the initiative of President Shinzo Abe of Japan, has now transformed into a 
strategic alliance of Australia, India, Japan and the US. The first Summit of Quad in March 2021, 
emphasized on all the efforts to contain China’s post Covid-19 growing influence in Asia. During 
November 2021, Indian Navy hosted the 24th edition of naval exercise of Quad nations in the 
Arabian Sea. This development followed the landmark agreement between the US and India; 
Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement 2020. This is the third agreement of the three 
foundational agreements; first Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement in 2016 and 
second Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement in 2018. These agreements 
elevate India’s status from ‘Major Defense Partner’ to a more concrete position of the Net Security 
provider. These agreements further enable the US to encircle China and Russia in this region 
through the security partnership arrangements. 
 

China strictly adheres to the concept of Asia Pacific as President Xi Jinping’s vision of New Asian 
Security is based on the notion that Asia belongs to Asians. China-Russia emerging alliance is 
the natural evolving reality in response to the US Indo Pacific strategy to contain China. Russia 
always needed access to the Indian Ocean through secure land routes. Current aggressive 
foreign policy of the US targeting Russia entangles the latter with China to counter the US counter 
strategies. The US establishment accuses Russia of interference in its election process in 2016, 
which led to continued friction in relations that further exacerbated as soon as President Biden 
assumed office. His indiscreet remarks about President Biden insinuates towards the trajectory 
of his administration’s policy towards Russia.   
 

Pakistan stands at a very important position in this geo political making through China Pakistan 
Economic Corridor. The flagship project of CPEC is the most important corridor of BRI connecting 
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the sea lines of communication of Indian Ocean to road and railway networks through Pakistan 
which provides China with a most viable alternative route to replace the Strait of Malacca to some 
extent. Iran is the second largest exporter of oil to China and after China-Iran Strategic Partnership 
of USD 400 billion for next 25 years encapsulates Iran in this square of potential partnership 
between Pakistan, China, Iran and Russia. After the Abraham Accord between UAE and Israel, 
the role of another actor is becoming extremely important which might trigger the direct 
involvement of Israel as it is determined to and endeavors becoming the biggest actor in the 
Middle East. The direct rivalry of Israel and Iran and Israel-India nexus further augments this 
threat. Though China-Iran strategic deal gives respite to Iran’s sanctions stricken economy yet it 
also alludes towards the strategic encirclement the US is determined to execute primarily around 
China. This encirclement now naturally involves China, Iran, Pakistan and Russia.  
 

This is an adequate consideration on part of Pakistan that the Indo Pacific Policy, Abraham 
Accords and strategic concomitant and encirclement of China, Iran and Russia is a full potential 
threat for Pakistan as it stands at the cusp of Strait of Hormuz and at the most strategic location 
connecting Iran, China and Russia not just through the energy and trade routes but to the wider 
Indian Ocean too. It is the appropriate time of contemplation and joint planning to mitigate this 
threat and emerge as a regional unified security complex to evade the strategic encirclement. At 
the very core of this regional complex the energy and trade interests must rest but the role of 
security and strategic partnership to surround and secure the core interest of these four states 
should not be ignored.  
 

Pakistan: 
Pakistan assumes the strategically significant position in the evolving geo-strategic and geo-
economic evolution in this region and also encompassing Persian Gulf, Arabian Sea and the 
Indian Ocean. The foundation of this evolving position is CPEC providing the most viable route 
for global trade connectivity through BRI. This elevates it to the position of a most important 
regional player. This role also distances it from its traditional but transactional alignment with the 
US over last four decades. This significance triggers impending importance of Pakistan for Russia 
too which developed the concept of Zipper state for Pakistan. The bilateral project of CPEC has 
the potential of becoming a regional hub owing to its potential. The strategic port of Gwadar will 
remain under operated even if hosts the maximum portion of Chinese trade. Here comes another 
factor after the Abraham accords that if Israel gets directly involved in this region with UAE, 
certainly Gwadar might face a threat which can be mitigated through another potential point which 
is the joint development of Jiwani Port with involvement of Russia too. The strategic agreement 
between China and Iran also opens the opportunity for Pakistan to jointly develop Chahabahar 
port with China and Iran in order to develop a series of ports in this part and circumvent various 
threats the US Indo Pacific policy and Abraham Accords pose. CPEC has the potential to open 
the western corridor to Iran also in case of naval blockade of the Strait of Hormuz.  
 

China: 
China is certainly the biggest actor in the global politics currently shaking the unipolar hegemony 
of the US in the post-Cold war world. For China, BRI is the bedrock of its rise to be the biggest 
economy and largest power in the world. The six planned corridors of BRI offer viable and feasible 
alternative trade routes to China circumventing the US threat in Indian Ocean but they also pose 
different challenges as in case of Myanmar and Bangladesh and India. CPEC is the strategically 
most viable route and provides maximum viability with the potential to open up Xinjiang 
Autonomous Region to economic development too and facilitating in the development of this 
region into economic hub connecting with Central Asia, Russia, Turkey and then further to 
Europe. India’s much augmented and elevated role under the US Indo Pacific policy also joins 
Pakistan and China in a strong bond of security search of this project. The interests of China in 
CPEC and BRI can better be served and augmented through multilateral arrangement of these 
four states and development of a joint plan to secure the interest in this most important leg of 
entire connectivity landscape.  
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Iran: 
Iran’s staggering and plummeting economy under the US sanctions pushed it closer to China in 
the form of the biggest investment of its history of USD 400 billion. This deal opens up a huge 
opportunity for Iran to open up its economy. This deal even ushered into an immediate response 
from the US to renew JCPOA talks. Iran has already a huge potential of oil and gas export to 
various neighboring countries through land routes and pipelines. After Abraham Accords the 
biggest challenge Israel and its nexus with UAE pose is to Chahbahar port and trade of Iranian 
oil through Strait of Hormuz. India is certainly left irrelevant after China-Iran deal and former’s 
nexus with Israel poses considerable threat to Iran’s interests. Afghanistan’s security situation 
denies free access to land routes for oil and gas supplies. In wake of this situation Pakistan and 
Iran can jointly initiate various land and railway routes which can supply oil and gas to China 
through safe land routs and pipelines. In case of potential threat to Chahabahar Ports Pakistan 
can also offer alternative ports in form of Gwadar and Jiwani. Pakistan through its own security 
threat to any of these evolving challenges to Iran has also the potential to converge the interests 
of both nations. Iran’s limited access to the wider Indian Ocean limits its opportunity which can be 
augmented and opened through the access to Gwadar port via land routes. A joint security 
mechanism also will be a viable solution to secure Iran’s interests in the Strait of Hormuz.  
 

Russia: 
Russia was always in the search of safe access to sea routes which is one of its biggest obstacles 
being landlocked. Access to Indian Ocean is one of the factors alluring Russia into Afghanistan 
during the end of twentieth century but now this opportunity is being offered through a multilateral 
cooperation arrangement. There is bright chance that if Pakistan, China and Russia reach an 
understanding Russia can have access through Gwadar Port too. Pakistan and Russia also have 
the opportunity to jointly develop Jiwani port which is another feasible and viable option for both 
nations. Though Russia can have direct access to Chahabahar Port through Azerbaijan-Iran-
Russia agreement yet the challenges of narrow Strait of Hormuz implicate that Russia might have 
strategically and economically viable option in the development of Jiwani Port. The Quad alliance 
also posing direct threat to Russian interests in Indian Ocean open up this probability of counter 
Quad alliance among Pakistan, China, Iran and Russia. Energy and trade are the fundamental 
factors which can cement this alliance and usher into an era of joint economic development and 
‘shared economic recovery’ for a naturally emerging regional partnership. This partnership in the 
Persian Gulf and Arabian Sea allows Russia to play a more significant and direct role in the 
evolving maritime environment in Indian Ocean implicating various regional interests surrounding 
the Indian Ocean.  
 

We will request the worthy participants to fundamentally focus on following questions and provide 
their viewpoint and suggestions to them: 
 

1. Evolving Maritime Environment in Indian Ocean in the wake of US-China rivalry. 
2. Indo Pacific Policy of the United States.  
3. Abraham Accords: Israel A new actor in Indian Ocean? 
4. Quad Alliance and China-Russia alliance: Two opposing blocs? 
5. Potential of Strategic Alliance between Pakistan, China, Iran and Russia. 
6. Analysis of Gwadar and Chahbahar Ports as Complementary Ports and Development of 

Direct Land Based Connectivity between them. 
7. Jiwani Port: A Huge Potential to be Developed as a Joint Strategic Port between Pakistan 

and Russia. 
8. Iran-Pakistan-China Oil and Gas Pipelines - A New feasibility. 

 


